
TWO EXACT SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATIONS OF 

HYDRODYNAMICS OF THE TRIPLE-WAVE TYPE 

In the papers 
unsteady flow 

cl and 21 are given exact solutions of the problem of plane 
of Isothermal gas, arising in the motion of two perpendicular 

pistons, and or’ the problem of discharge into a vacuum along on oblique wall 
of polytroplc gas for 1 < Y < 3 (where is the adiabatic Index). 
solutions consist of double and simple wav’,s [l]. 
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In the present paper we consider the analogous problems for the three- 
dimensional case. The exact solution Is given of the problem of the flow of 
an Isotherm?1 gas, bounded by three moving mutually orthogonal planes, and 
also of the problem of discharge of a plytropic gas Into a vacuum along a 
certain two-sided angle, for 1 < y < 2 , In these solutions there occurs a 
sequence of contiguous waves of rank 0, 1, 2 and 3. The generalization to 
the three-dimensional case is not trivial, since triple waves are described 
by an over-determined nonlinear system of partial differential equations with 
a complicated structure, the study of the compatlbllltyofwhlch Is very dif- 
flcult. 

1. In the hodograph space u,, u,, ug (u, 
city vector) the system of equations, 

are the components of the velo- 
describing triple waves under the 

SSSUmptiOn of potential and isentropic flow, has the form [3] 

(1.2) 

(1.4) 

n = n (u,, U2l kJ, 0 = f3 b,, u2, 4, rIik = -Y!Tz- , 

auiauI( 

0, = ---Et__ 

au, auk 
(1.5) 

(m, nfk m<n; P, q#i; p<q) 
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Here y is the adiabatic index, (3 ie the square of the velocity of 
sound, blr is the Kronecker symbol. After flndlng the functions Il and B 
from the syatem of three equations (l.l), the motion in phyalcal apace x,, 
xa, x3, t is determined by the relations 

“i= Xrri_t Ui3; t (x\ei~ Ui) (i = 1,2, 3) n -an 

i-w 
Bi== ;) (1.6) 

i 

The equations for isothermal gas can be obtained by setting formally x-l 
in (1.2) to (1.61, introducing instead of. g the function g -1np (where p 
is the density of the gas) and lnafead of .4: the expressions 

Ai; = 8, - gig&, gf = &/au, (1.7) 

Let UB consider the equations for triple wavea in Isothermal gas with the 
equation of state p = pS (where 

s 
Is the pressure, the Isothermal velocity 

of sound being set equal to unity . The last equation of the ayatem (1.1) 
for j = 2 is satisfied by a function of the form 

g=~~i-W-!-ns-i-~ (C = const) 0.9) 

The two remaining equations of the system (1.1) for g from (1.8) take 
the form 

I I I 
+ bl+i %I 

&!4 % 
for i= 0 (1.9) 

n,+ITs1+fI, = 0 for i = 1 
Making use of (l.lO), we can express Equation (1.9) as followe: 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

The system of equations (1.10) and (1.11) for the function Il has a aolu- 
tlon of the form 

n = f1 f%) i fa (4 + #S (4 (1.12) 

Here the functions 3, are arbitrary. 

Accordingly, for isothermal gas we find 
a solution of the system of equations for 
triple wavee, depending on three arbitrary 
funotlons of one independent variable, with 
the function g defined by (1.8). 

Let UB make use If the solutionso- 
for finding the flow of gaa bounded by three 
mutually orthogonal moving planes. 

Let the Isothermal gas at the initial 
Instant of time t - 0 be included at rest 
it-&de a three-aided corner, bounded by the 
plane8 2% - 0 (t = 1, 2, 3). At the Instant 
of time t = 0 the planes start to move 
according to the law 

% = F, (t) (1.13) 

we such that up to a cer- 

Fig. 1 
lme T there do not appear 

In the motion any strong dltrcontlnultiee. 
The case with discontinultlea can be conal- 

dered quite analogously. This Is done explicitly for two-dlmenaional Case 
a Cll. 

Thenfor Oct<T lnthe rl,xp,xS 
pattern of flow (Plg.1). The planes p 

spaoe we shall have the following 
are planes of weak diecontfnuities, 

and the equations of thelr’motlone aan ibe written In the form xl- t (the 
velocity of sound belng taken equal to unity). 
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As a whole, the motion Is three-dimensional. ?n the 
by the planea p 
the planes x1- 

b tJ1; ;; ;t+r;qt&InP!F zf1$,,83) A:‘, 

dimensional motion, in the form of a trivelll& hle&nn wave. 
In the region A, 

(kt 1 + t) and I',, 
(t - 1, 2, 3), bounded by the planes x = 0 I 0 

we shall have two-dimensional motion of houbl&w%e type, 
slml ar to that considered In Cl]. Finally, in region B , bounded by the 
planes x, - 0 and P, , there will be motion In the form of a wave of rank 
three. 

Prom the condition for contlnulty of the solution in the regions A, with 
the travelllng Rleman wave6 at the plane6 p,, PI, (3 # t, k # f, for Ai) 
there follow the relations 

Q = Uk + qb [or Ut = 0, uj = 0; 4 = uj + qo for Ui = 0, Uk = 0 (1.14) 

From similar considerations for the region B at the planes p,, the fol- 
lowing boundary conditions are established (with the help of the already 
known solution for double waves): 

4 = Uk e Uj -E- Qa (i = 1, 2, 3; k, i # i) for I+ = 0 (1.15) 

Accordingly, we can satisfy conditions (1.14) and (1.15), If ln (1.8) we 
eet C - 9,. The question of the uniqueness of this aolutlon remains open. 
Finally, let UB introduce the following summary for the solution of the prob- 
lem formulated : 

ui = 0 I,, :r:ion A (1.16) 

uj = uk = 0 (k, i # i), ui = ui (q, Q, q = Uf + qoin regionAi 

u* = 0, Uj = Uj (Zj, t), Uk = Uk (Sk, t) (k, i #  i), q = Uj $i Uk + q&in rC?gion&djk 

‘i = u( (%iP Q, q = U1 + 24, + Us + q. imrcg3on B 

Here t- 1, 2, 3, whllet the functions u, (x, ,t) are found from gquatlone 

q = fr’ (q) + ui + t (1 + Ui) 

arising from (1.6), whilst the y,, ln accordance with (1.13), are determlned 
from Equations 

F; 0) t + Fi’ (t) + ft’ [J’,‘(Gl = Fi (t) - t (i = 1, 2, 3) (1.18) 

Slmllar formulas also hold for the solutions w’lth different typea of dls- 
contlnulty. 

8. Let UB coneoder a gae for which the equation of etate la 

P = aapY (aa = cod). 

We shall seek a solution of the system (1.1) ln the form 

n = 6 = 6 (7) = e (Q + nlul + aaua + /z3U3) (ao, a,, 0,: a, = co&) (2.1) 

In this oase all three equation6 of the system (1.1) are the same and have 
the form 

38 + 2tiee’ - 99Ae’a = 0 (A = ala + aaa + asa) (2.2) 

Integrating (2.2), we obtain 
-‘h 

r. = SC clex+ 3e 
xA(x- 1) 

de + Ca (2.3) 

Here 0, and C, are arbitrary constants. With C, # 0 , there la under 
the integral sign of (2.3) a polynomial expression, and according to well 
known criteria of integral (2.3) Is expressed by elementary functions only 
for y - 2 l (2k + 1)-l, where k Is an integer. With the help of (2.3) and 
(1.6) we can obtain a family of exact solutions of the equations of hydro- 
dynamics of the triple-wave type, depending on the constanta 0, and 0, 
(t - 0, 1, 2, 3). 
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The solutions under consideration are three-dimensional self-similar flows 
with the Independent delf-similar variables Er = (1 + i)-%~i (i = i, 2, 3). 

When C, = 0 we shall have for the sound velocity c from (2.3) 

Moreover, 
c = a0 9 alul $ aaua -t; a3u3 (I3 = c2) 

a,* -j- aa + aaa = 3 
4x (x - 1) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

We shall show ,that with the help of (2.4) we can solve the problem of dls- 
charge of gas into a vacuum from a certain Infinite three-sided corner, one 
of the sides of which Is instantaneously removed, whilst the discharge occurs 
along the contlnuatlon of the planes of the other two sides. 
the gas at rest c = 1 . In (2.4) let us set 

Suppose that In 

a,= 1, a, = h, a, = h cot a, a, = h wt /3 

h,?l - , 2 

% (2.6) 
) 

Here a, and aa are defined so that when us= 0 a double wave results, 
solving the problem of plane discharge into a vacuum along an oblique wall 
(see C 23 ), whilst a, Is determined from the condition (2.5). From It fol- 

lows that the discussion Is valid onl for yc 2. 
The flow In the space of the self-s lmI lar variables 

Fig. 2 

5, Is found from the linear system 

1 + hu, + h cot au, f h mt /3 us + u1 = El 

cot 3(1+hul+hwtauz~hcotgu3)+U2=~2 (2.7) 

cot P (1 f hu, -I- h mt a u2 4- h wt pus) + us = Es 

the determinant of which depends upon y and does 
not vanish Identically. In Figs. 2 and 3 are given 
the regions of flow In the hodograph space and in 
the 5 , e_*, .$ space, when the gas at the Initial 
instark of time occupied the three-sided corner 
bounded by the planes 

21 = 0, x2 = rl cot a, x3 COt a = z?+ c.9 p (2.8) 

for zi > 0, and then the side x1 = 0 Is removed. 

In the hodograph space the regions of flow correspond to the tetrahedron 
ABCO, bounded by the planes 

(S,) u3 = 0, (S,) u3 = u1 fOt a, (S,) u3 cot a = 243 cot p 

(S,)1_bhu,+hcotau,$hcotBu,=O 

(2.9) 

In 3,) ta, & space the tetrahedron A’B’C’O’, bounded by the planes 

corresponds to the triple wave. The region lying above the plane (S ‘) and 
bowded by the three planes, passing through each pair of the straight lines 
Zi (i = 1, 2, 3) , parallel to the .$-axis, correeponde to the double wave; ln 
the hodograph space this region corresponds to the plane (S,) . 

Flnnlly, the region bounded by the plane (S,‘) , the plane passing through 
the straight lines z, and fs , the plane6 y, 1 
the lines t, an@ zs 

your , waing thro 
orthogonally to the 5,-&s: Is the region of the Tav- 

elllng Rlemann wave with u*= ug- 0 . In the hodograph space It transforms 
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g’)tp line A0 . We notice that the angle between the planes 
along which the discharge occurs, does not depend upon y 

(S&&)ird 

eqUa1 to n/3 . The front of the discharge In the vacuum (c = 0) is formed 
(S,‘), l,y, and 1, & , intersect1 

orthogonal to the planes 
and the plane L,L, Is 

Y as corresponds to the front of the weak discontinuity propagating Into the 
s t atlonary gas. 
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